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A. Reading Comprehension      (20 marks) 

Read the following passage carefully 

 

Sam's Boots 

Section A: 

The sky was dark with big, puffy, grey clouds, 

and there was a light drizzle of rain. The little 

boy in the bright green boots and bright green 

raincoat did not seem to mind at all.  "Sam, 

come swing with us!" called his friends from 

the playground.  "Thanks, maybe later!" Sam 

shouted back. Sam loved to swing, but right 

now he was too busy jumping in puddles with his rainy day boots. Sam 

loved his rainy day boots. They were soft and bright green, his 

favourite color. Best of all, they made squishy sounds when he walked 

through puddles.                                                            (Paragraph 1) 

 

Squish. Squish. He walked through the puddles. Squish. Squish "Sam, 

come play blocks with me!" called Timmy from his front door as Sam 

squished by.  "Thanks, Timmy, maybe later!" Sam shouted back.  Timmy 

was Sam’s best friend.  Sam loved to play blocks, but he had puddles to 

jump! He had a big smile on his face as he jumped from puddle to 

puddle. Squish. Squish. When it was time to go home for dinner, Sam 

walked slowly. He went through every puddle. Squish, squish went the 

bright green boots.                                                          (Paragraph 2)  
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Answer the following questions:       

A.  Tick (X) to show whether each sentence is True or False:    

                                                           (4 marks)                              

 True False 

1.  There was a light drizzle of rain.   

2.  The little boy was wearing blue boots.   

3.  The boy’s name is Mark.   

4.  Sam walked through the puddles.   

  

B. Answer the following questions from the text:      (5 marks) 

1.  What was the boy wearing?                                           

________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________ 

2.  What was Sam busy doing?                                            

________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________ 

3.  Who was Timmy?                                                          

________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________ 
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4.  What did Timmy ask Sam to play with?                

________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________ 

 

5.  Sam loved to swing, but right now he was too busy jumping in 

puddles.  Who does he refer to?                           (Paragraph 1)                             

________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________ 

 

C. Underline the correct answer:                         (1 mark) 

1.  The sky was dark with:  

a. big, puffy, green clouds 

b. small, puffy, grey clouds 

c. big, puffy, grey clouds 
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Section B: 

Looking up at the sky, Sam saw the sun peeking through the clouds. By 

the time he reached home, the sun was shining brightly, and the 

puddles were beginning to disappear. Sam felt a little sad.  "Just in 

time for dinner," Sam's mother said as he plodded through the front 

door. "We're having pizza!"  "Pizza!" Sam shouted enthusiastically as 

he took off his bright green raincoat. He grabbed his green teddy 

bear soap and scrubbed his hands. Then he sat down in his chair at the 

kitchen table. Puddle jumping always made him hungry!   

                                                                                         (Paragraph 3) 

 

After dinner, he ran up the stairs to his bedroom. The green boots 

squished one last time before he took them off and carefully put them 

away.  Still feeling a little sad, he put on his favourite pyjamas, the 

ones with the race cars on them, and climbed into bed.  Sam's mother 

came into his room. "Tomorrow will be another rainy day," she 

whispered as she leaned over to kiss him goodnight. Suddenly Sam 

smiled.  He was still smiling when he fell fast asleep.        (Paragraph 4) 

 

 

Answer the following questions: 

A. Tick (X) to show whether each sentence is True or False:  

                                                           (4 marks) 

 

 True False 

1.  Dad was waiting for Sam when he got home.   

2.  Puddle jumping always made him hungry.   

3.  For dinner Sam had soup.   

4.  After dinner Sam went out to play.   
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  B:  Answer the following questions from the text:       (6 marks) 

 

 

1. What did he see when he looked up at the sky?               

 

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

2. What did Sam do before dinner?   

                                  

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

3.  Describe Sam’s pyjamas.                                                

 

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

4.  Give the meaning of the word whispered in paragraph 4.  

 

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

5. Why was Sam still smiling when he fell fast asleep?        

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________                   
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B.  Language Task              (15 marks) 

 

1. Fill in the blanks with the adjectives (describing words) in the 

box below. Use every adjective once.                    (5 marks) 

ten year old sunny delicious thoughtful busy 

happy brand new thick excited chocolate 

 

Adam Johnson was a ____________________ boy who loved soccer. 

One ____________________  morning, he began riding his 

____________________  bicycle to school. He turned left out of his 

____________________  street feeling very 

____________________  and very ____________________. 

Tomorrow was his eleventh birthday and he was thinking about the 

____________________  sausage rolls and the 

____________________  cake that his 

____________________  mother would be 

baking. He knew it was silly because he was too far away but he turned 

his head back towards home anyway, to see if he could smell them 

cooking. As a result, he didn't see the ____________________  

tree branches crossing his path.   
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2. Look at the picture and complete the sentences with the 

correct prepositions                                     (10 marks) 

 My Room 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. There are some toys ___________ the floor and  

    _____________ the bed.  

2.   There is a computer ______________ the desk.  

3.   There is a radio _________________ the computer.  

4.   There is a TV _____________ the cupboard.  

5.   There are some socks _____________ the drawer.  

6.   There  is a window _________________ the bed.  

7.   The joystick is _________________ the computer.  

8.   There are  some books ____________ the shelf.  

9.   There is a bed ________________ the computer and the TV. 
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C. Written Tasks 

1. Continue the following conversation between Therese and Sarah. 

(5 marks)                                             

Therese Hello Sarah! How are you this morning? 

Sarah 
I’m fine. Did you go to Karen’s birthday party 

yesterday? 

Therese 

 

 

 

Sarah How was the party? 

Therese 

 

 

 

Sarah What did you wear? 

Therese 

 

 

 

Sarah Who did you meet there? 

Therese 

 

 

 

Sarah 
That’s great!  I will see you next Monday at 

school. 

Therese 
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2. Composition                         (20 marks)   

 

In not less than 120 words write a composition on ONE of the 

following: 

 

1. Last Saturday, my parents were invited for a wedding and they   

left me at my grandmother’s house . . . . . .   Continue the story. 

2. My First Holiday Abroad.                                                           

Describe where you went, who you went with, what you did and 

why did you enjoy it. 

3. Imagine that you are a dog which has just escaped from a farm.  

Describe who were your owners? Why did you escape? Where are 

you living now? Are you better now? 

4. Picture Composition:  The Space Man 

1 3 

4 2 
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Title Number _____ 

Use this space to plan your writing.                                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
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__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

END OF PAPER 


